Cambridge, Mass., Friday, May 18, 1934

Price Three Cents

Hurt Hunts Tennis Title
New England Championship Match

Defeats Husted, Dartmouth Ace, In Few Easy Sets

This Win Only Adds to the List of Titles Recently Held by Hurt

MOST SPECTACULAR WAS PLAYING IN FINAL SET

Score Was 6-2, 6-1, and 6-4; Hurt Was a N.E.I.C. Winner

Gilbert Hurt, '36, annexed another title in his growing list last Thursday when he decisively defeated Robert Husted, Dartmouth's star, at the Bath of the New England Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament, held at the Harvard Club. The scores were 6-2, 6-1, 6-4, indicate, Hurt is no dancer throughout the en-

The high caliber of his playings were more reali-

When over one hundred members of the faculty, graduate students, and members of the Senior Class were made associations of the national honorary scientific fraternity, Pro-

Dean Samuel C. Prescott, Dean of Science, addressed the initiating ceremonies.

Co-operation Strong at Institute

The speaker emphasized the point that co-operation is very strongly evidenced at the Institute both in the schools of Science and Engineering. "Quite often," Hurt said, "research in pure science leads to equally great results in engineering, and vice versa. This." Dean Prescott added, "either is from co-operative efforts of the in-

EVENTS OF THE WEEK

In view of the fact that he had been defeated on last Sunday by the, the ranking player on the tennis courts, Husted's first set was served against Hurt. Husted quickly quieted his opponent's expectations with powerful punishing drives that took Hurt's eyes off the[-]

When a group from Technology, members of the Senior Class, took part in a demonstration against the German light cruiser, "Kairouan,"

This special offer is being made until Wednesday, May 23
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